We establish that the existence of a winning strategy in certain topological games, closely related to a strong game of Choquet, played in a topological space X and its hyperspace K(X) of all nonempty compact subsets of X equipped with the Vietoris topology, is equivalent for one of the players. For a separable metrizable space X, we identify a game-theoretic condition equivalent to K(X) being hereditarily Baire. It implies quite easily a recent result of Gartside, Medini and Zdomskyy that characterizes hereditary Baire property of hyperspaces K(X) over separable metrizable spaces X via the Menger property of the remainder of a compactification of X. Subsequently, we use topological games to study hereditary Baire property in spaces of probability measures and in hyperspaces over filters on natural numbers. To this end, we introduce a notion of strong P -filter F and prove that it is equivalent to K(F ) being hereditarily Baire. We also show that if X is separable metrizable and K(X) is hereditarily Baire, then the space Pr(X) of Borel probability Radon measures on X is hereditarily Baire too. It follows that there exists (in ZFC) a separable metrizable space X which is not completely metrizable with Pr(X) hereditarily Baire. As far as we know this is the first example of this kind.
Introduction
In this paper we shall examine the interplay between certain topological games played in a topological space X and its hyperspace K(X) of all nonempty compact subsets of X endowed with the Vietoris topology. The games that are considered are modifications of the celebrated Banach-Mazur game which is known to characterize the Baire property in topological spaces. Recall that a topological space X is Baire if the Baire Category Theorem is valid in X, i.e. for any countable family {U n : n ∈ ω} consisting of nonempty open and dense subsets of X the intersection n∈ω U n is dense in X. A space X is hereditarily Baire if any closed subspace of X is Baire. A classical Hurewicz's theorem [20] asserts that, for separable metrizable spaces X (in fact for first-countable regular spaces [34] , [14] ) this is equivalent to saying that the space Q of rational numbers does not embed into X as a closed subspace, i.e. we have: Theorem 1.1. (Hurewicz) Let X be a separable metrizable space. The space Q of rational numbers embeds into X if and only if X is not hereditarily Baire.
For a separable metrizable space X, we identify a game-theoretic condition equivalent to K(X) being hereditarily Baire, which turns out to be useful. For instance, using a result of Telgarsky from [30] , we get the following theorem, obtained recently by Gartside, Medini and Zdomskyy [15] , as a corollary (the definition of a Menger space will be given later in Section 2.3): Corollary 1.2. (Gartside, Medini, Zdomskyy) For a separable metrizable space X, the space K(X) is hereditarily Baire if and only if the space Z \ X is Menger, where Z is arbitrary compact metrizable space that contains X.
Moreover, our approach simplifies the proof of the above statement. It follows that there are subsets of the unit interval [0, 1] not being G δ with hereditarily Baire hyperspace K(X).
Interestingly, the condition 'K(X) is hereditarily Baire' appears quite naturally in many different contexts. In this paper we shall exhibit two instances of this phenomenon. The first one is related to the important notion of Prohorov spaces whereas the second one deals with filters on the set of natural numbers.
The class of Prohorov spaces arises naturally from the following fundamental theorem in probability theory due to Yu.V. Prohorov: In a separable completely metrizable space X, every compact subset C of the space P r (X) of Radon probability measures on X endowed with the weak topology is uniformly tight, i.e. given ε > 0 one can find a compact set K ⊆ X such that for every µ ∈ C we have µ(K) > 1 − ε. A topological space X is called Prohorov if every compact subset of P r (X) is uniformly tight. So far no purely topological description of Prohorov spaces is known. It is also not clear if in ZFC there is a subspace of the interval [0, 1] which is Prohorov but not completely metrizable [7, page 225] . One of the central results on (non)Prohorov spaces was proved by D. Preiss in [28] . It asserts that the space Q of the rational numbers is not Prohorov. Combining this result with Hurewicz's Theorem 1.1 we infer that if a separable metrizable space X is Prohorov, then X must be hereditarily Baire. But actually more is true. It is known that if X is Prohorov then the space P r (X) is Prohorov too (see [36, Theorem 1] , [7, 8.10.16] ). Hence, if a separable metrizable space X is Prohorov, then P r (X) must be hereditarily Baire. This calls for research on (hereditary) Baireness of the space of measures P r (X). This topic was studied in the 1970s and 1980s (see e.g. [9] , [10] ). But since then no substantial progress in this area was made and we still don't have the full picture of completeness type properties in spaces of measures. We will show that if the hyperspace K(X) is hereditarily Baire then P r (X) is also hereditarily Baire. We conclude that there is (in ZFC) a subset of [0, 1] which is not G δ and whose space of Borel probability Radon measures is hereditarily Baire.
Our second application of game-theoretic considerations on hereditarily Baire hyperspaces, is concerned with filters on the set N of natural numbers. We shall study hereditary Baireness of K(F ), where F is a filter on N considered as a subspace of the Cantor set {0, 1} N . This leads naturally to the notion of a strong Pfilter that was defined by Laflamme [23] for ultrafilters but never considered in the general setting of filters. 1 We find a natural context for this notion. It turns out that a filter on N is a strong P -filter if and only if the hyperspace K(F ) is hereditarily Baire if and only if {0, 1} N \ F is Menger (see Theorem 4.4) . Combining this with a recent result of Bella and Hernández-Gutiérrez [4] we obtain a nice counterpart of a theorem of Marciszewski from [24] , cf. Theorem 4.3.
It is worth mentioning that our results give insight to the line of research in topology initiated by Henriksen and Isbell [17] where one investigates properties of X by looking at the remainder bX \ X of a compactification bX of X (cf. Corollary 1.2). Let P be a topological property invariant under images and preimages by perfect maps (e.g. the Menger property). We say that a topological space X is P at infinity if for some, equivalently for every, compactification bX of X, the remainder bX \ X has the property P. For instance, it is well known that σcompactness at infinity is precisely completeness in the sense ofČech. Heriksen and Isbell [17] characterized spaces that are Lindelöf at infinity as those of countable type. Mengerness at infinity (which lies between σ-compactness at infinity and Lindelöfness at infinity) was studied by several authors, e.g. [1] , [5] , [4] . We will show that every space (not necessarily metrizable) that is Menger at infinity must be Baire, which settles a question of M. Sakai [1, Question 2.8].
Notation
2.1. Games. As we have already mentioned, all games that are considered in this paper are modifications of the Banach-Mazur game. Recall that, for a topological space X, the Banach-Mazur game BM (X) on X is a game with ω-many innings, played by two players: player I and player II, who alternately choose sets U 0 , U 1 , U 2 , . . . that are open in X and satisfy U 0 ⊇ U 1 ⊇ U 2 ⊇ . . .. Player I wins the run of the game if n∈ω U n = ∅. It is well known (cf. e.g., [22, Theorem 8.11] ) that the Banach-Mazur game characterizes the property of being Baire in the following way: Let Z be a space and let X ⊆ Z be a subspace of Z. The strong Choquet game on Z with values in X is a game with ω-many innings, played alternately by two players: I and II. Player I begins the game and makes the first move by choosing a pair (x 0 , U 0 ), where x 0 ∈ X and U 0 is an open neighborhood of x 0 in Z. Player II responds by choosing an open (in Z) set V 0 such that x 0 ∈ V 0 ⊆ U 0 . In the second round of the game, player I picks a pair (
The game continues in this way and stops after ω many rounds (cf. Figure 1 ). Player II wins the game if n∈ω U n ∩ X = ∅. Otherwise, I wins. The game described above is denoted by Ch(Z, X) and by Ch(X) we will denote the game Ch(X, X). It is known (see [34] , [31] , [14] ) that, for first-countable regular spaces (in particular for all metrizable spaces), the strong Choquet game characterizes the property of being hereditarily Baire in the following way: Theorem 2.2. Let X be a first-countable regular space. Then X is hereditary Baire if and only if player I has no winning strategy in the strong Choquet game Ch(X).
Let us describe now some known modifications of the game Ch(Z, X) that are discussed in the present paper. Our terminology follows [30] .
As above, Z is a space and X is a subspace of Z. The Porada game on Z with values in X is denoted by P (Z, X) and is played as the strong Choquet game Ch(Z, X) with the only difference that player II wins the game P (Z, X) if ∅ = n∈ω U n ⊆ X and otherwise player I wins. The game P (Z, X) was introduced in [27] . The k-Porada game kP (Z, X) on Z with values in X is a modification of the Porada game P (Z, X) in which player I instead of points x n ∈ X and their neighborhoods U n , picks compact sets K n ⊆ X and open sets U n ⊆ Z with K n ⊆ X ∩ U n . Player II responds by choosing sets V n open in Z satisfying K n ⊆ V n ⊆ U n (cf. Figure 2 ). The winning condition is the same as in the Porada game, i.e. player II wins the game kP (Z, X) if ∅ = n∈ω U n ⊆ X and otherwise player I wins. 
. For any admissible n-tuple (V 0 , . . . , V n−1 ) we choose a pair (x n , U n ) ∈ V n−1 × τ Vn−1 . A strategy s of player I in the game G(Z, X) is called winning if player I wins every run of the game G(Z, X) in which she plays according to the strategy s.
In a similar manner we define strategies, and winning strategies in the games kP (Z, X) and BM (X). Remark 2.3. Let X ⊆ Z be topological spaces. Note that if we consider the following conditions:
(i) Player I has a winning strategy in the Banach-Mazur game BM (X); (ii) Player I has a winning strategy in the strong Choquet game Ch(Z, X); (iii) Player I has a winning strategy in the Porada game P (Z, X); (iv) Player I has a winning strategy in the k-Porada game kP (Z, X);
Menger Spaces.
Recall that a topological space X is called Menger if for every sequence (U n ) n∈ω of open covers of X, there is a sequence (V n ) n∈ω such that for every n, V n is a finite subfamily of U n and n∈ω V n covers X. It is well known that the Menger property may be characterized in terms of games in the following way (see e.g. [29, Theorem 13] or [2, Theorem 2.32], cf. [19, Satz X]): For a topological space X, let M (X) be a two player game in which player I begins and in the n-th move chooses an open cover U n of X. Player II responds by picking in his n-th move a finite subcollection V n ⊆ U n . Player II wins the run of the game if n V n is a cover of X. Otherwise, player I wins. The game M (X) is called the Menger game. Clearly,
The space ω ω is Lindelöf but not Menger. There are (in ZFC) separable metrizable Menger spaces which are not σ-compact, cf. [26] , [3] 2 In [2] the authors attribute this result to Witold Hurewicz [19] . Although Hurewicz did not consider games in [19] , his proof of [19, Satz X] can easily be expressed in the language of games, cf. [29, Theorem 13 ].
2.4. Vietoris topology. If X is a topological space, then by K(X) we denote the space of all nonempty compact subsets of X equipped with the Vietoris topology, i.e. basic open sets in K(X) are of the form
The proposition below is a part of folklore.
Proposition 2.5. Let C be a compact subset of K(X), i.e., C is a family of compact subsets of X which itself is compact in the Vietoris topology on K(X). Then C is a compact subset of X. 
Equivalence of certain games
In this section we show that if X is a subspace of a compact Hausdorff space Z then, from player's one viewpoint, the Porada game kP (Z, X) is equivalent to the Porada game P (K(Z), K(X)) and equivalent to the k-Porada game kP (K(Z), K(X)). Note that the latter two games are played in the hyperspace K(Z) and have values in the hyperspace K(X). Now, suppose that Z is compact metric space containing X. It is known and easy to verify that in this case the games Ch(X), Ch(Z, X) and P (Z, X) are equivalent in the sense that player Y has a winning strategy in one of the games if and only if player Y has a winning strategy in all of the games. In particular, X is hereditarily Baire if and only if player I has no winning strategy in the Porada game P (Z, X). Of course, if Z is compact metric, then K(Z) is compact metric too. Thereby, we establish that the game-theoretic condition 'player I has no winning strategy in the k-Porada game kP (Z, X)' characterizes hereditary Baireness of the hyperspace K(X). Corollary 1.2 will follow immediately from this assertion and the following 1984 result of Telgarsky:
Before proceeding to the proof of the main theorem of this section let us make two comments.
Remark 3.2. When constructing winning strategies for player I in a Porada game we can always assume that player II picks only basic open sets. Indeed, if V i is the i-th move of player II and V i is not basic, then instead of applying her strategy directly to V i , player I can first pick a basic open set V ′ i such that the sequence
3) and then apply her strategy to this sequence. 
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a subspace of a compact Hausdorff space Z. The following conditions are equivalent: (a) Player I has a winning strategy in the game kP (Z, X). (b) Player I has a winning strategy in the game P (K(Z), K(X)).
(c) Player I has a winning strategy in the game kP (K(Z), K(X)).
Proof. Suppose that s is a winning strategy for player I in kP (Z, X). We shall construct a winning strategy t for player I in P
Now, player II responds by picking a basic open
We claim that t constructed in the way described above is a winning strategy for player I in P (K(Z), K(X)). To this end, it suffices to show that
Since s is a winning strategy for I in kP (Z, X), it follows that K = n U n = n U n ∈ K(Z) \ K(X). For every n, we have K n ⊆ U n , so the set ∞ n=0 K n ∪ K is compact and does not belong to K(X) (because K / ∈ K(X)). Moreover,
which proves (1). This finishes the proof of the implication (a) ⇒ (b).
The implication (b) ⇒ (c) is trivial.
Let us show that (c) ⇒ (a). We need to fix some notation first. In each round of the game kP (K(Z), K(X)), player I picks a compact subset of the hyperspace K(X) together with an open neighborhood U ⊆ K(Z) of it. We will denote the i-th move of I by (K i , U i ), i.e. the script letter K i will stand for a compact subset of the hyperspace K(X). Note that by Proposition 2.5, K i is a compact subset of X. It is not difficult to see that if player I has a winning strategy in kP (K(Z), K(X)) she also has a winning strategy in this game where open sets U i are finite unions of basic open sets. Indeed it suffices to replace U i by an arbitrary union of basic sets containing K i and contained in U i . Therefore, without loss of generality we may assume that always
for some natural numbers m(i), s(1), s(2), . . . , s(m(i)). By U i we will denote the union
In his i-th move, player II picks an open neighborhood
It is easy to observe that without loss of generality we may assume that
Now, suppose that s is a winning strategy of player I in the game kP (K(Z), K(X)). We shall construct a winning strategy t for player I in the game kP (Z, X).
First, we define t(∅) = ( K 0 , U 0 ), where (K 0 , U 0 ) = s(∅). It follows from (2) and Proposition 2.5 that t(∅) defined in this way is a legal move of player I in the game kP (Z, X). Let V 0 be the first move of II in kP (Z, X), i.e. V 0 is an open set in Z containing K 0 and contained in U 0 . (2)).
Player II responds by picking and open set
The game continues following this pattern.
This, together with the fact that s is a winning strategy of player I in kP (K(Z), K(X)), gives ∞ n=0 U n K(X).
Hence, there is a compact set C ∈ K(Z) \ K(X) such that C ⊆ Proof. Suppose that K(X) is first-countable regular and bX is a compactification of X with bX \ X Menger. By Theorem 3.4, player I has no winning strategy in the Porada game P (K(bX), K(X)). It follows from Remark 2.3 and Theorem 2.2 that K(X) is hereditarily Baire. To prove the second part, let us suppose that X is separable metrizable and K(X) is hereditarily Baire. Let Z be a metric compactification of X. It is known and easy to verify that the games Ch(X), Ch(Z, X) and P (Z, X) are equivalent in the sense that player Y has a winning strategy in one of the games if and only if player Y has a winning strategy in all of the games. Thus, combining Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.4 we conclude that Z \ X is Menger. Proof. Let X = [0, 1] \ M , where M is a Menger space which is not σ-compact [26] , [3] . Then X is not Polish and K(X) is hereditarily Baire by Theorem 3.4 M. Sakai noticed (see [1, Theorem 2.9] ) that if a first-countable Tychonoff space is Menger at infinity, then it must be hereditarily Baire. It was not clear however whether any (not necessarily first-countable) Menger at infinity space must be Baire [1, Question 2.8] . The affirmative answer to this question follows immediately from Theorem 3.4. We have: Corollary 3.7. For any Tychonoff space X if X is Menger at infinity, then X is Baire.
Proof. Let bX be a compactification of X with Menger remainder bX \ X. From Theorem 3.4 we infer that player I has no winning strategy in the k-Porada game kP (bX, X). Hence, by Remark 2.3 player I has no winning strategy in the Banach-Mazur game BM (X). It follows from Theorem 2.1 that X is Baire.
Filters
An interesting class of metric spaces is formed by filters on the naturals. Recall that a family F of subsets of N is called filter if it satisfies the following conditions:
(
We will consider only free filters, i.e. filters containing all cofinite subsets of N. If F ⊆ P (N) is a filter, the collection F * = {A ⊆ N : N \ A ∈ F } is its dual ideal and F + = P (N) \ F * is the family of F -positive sets.
Identifying a set with its characteristic function, we treat a filter F as a subspace of the Cantor set 2 N . Filters correspond to countable spaces with precisely one nonisolated point: Given a filter F on N, by N F we denote the space N ∪ {∞} where points of N are isolated and the family {A ∪ {∞} : A ∈ F } is a neighborhood base at ∞.
Recall that a filter F on N is a P -filter if for every decreasing sequence (A n ) n∈ω of sets from F , there exists A ∈ F such that A is almost contained in each A n , i.e. for every n ∈ ω the set A \ A n is finite. P -ultrafilters are called P -points. A filter is (non)meager is it is (non)meager as a subset of the Cantor set 2 N .
Since F is a metric space contained naturally in the compact metric space 2 N , one may ask whether it is possible to characterize filters F for which K(F ) is hereditarily Baire. This question is motivated by the following result of Marciszewski [24, Theorem 1.2], that gives a characterization of hereditarily Baire filters. (1) F is a nonmeager P -filter (2) F is hereditarily Baire
The theorem above not only gives a description of hereditarily Baire filters in terms of a property of filters, but also sheds some light on hereditary Baireness of function spaces. Recall that for a Tychonoff space X, by C p (X) we denote the space of all continues real valued functions on X endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence. It is known that the Baire property of C p (X) can be characterized in terms of the topology of X. However, no such characterization is known for hereditarily Baire C p (X). Theorem 4.1 gives a complete characterization of hereditarily Baire function spaces over countable spaces with one non-isolated point.
Let us remark that it is still not clear if there exists in ZFC a non-discrete countable space X for which C p (X) is hereditarily Baire. There are however (in ZFC) uncountable spaces of that sort. It follows from Proposition in Section 3.1 of [13] that if Γ is an uncountable set then the space C p (Γ F ) is hereditarily Baire, where F is the filter of co-countable subsets of Γ.
The following notion was introduced by Laflamme in [23] for ultrafilters.
Definition 4.2.
A filter F ⊆ P (N) is called a strong P -filter if for any sequence (C n ) n∈N of compact subsets of F , there is a sequence 0 = k 0 < k 1 < k 2 < . . . of naturals, such that n∈N (X n ∩ [k n , k n+1 )) ∈ F , whenever X n ∈ C n , for each n ∈ N A strong P -ultrafilter is called a strong P -point. It seems that strong P -filters were never studied in the literature; Guzmán et al. [16] , Blass et al. [6] considered a similar notion of strong P + -filters. It is not clear whether strong P -filters exist in ZFC. Observe that a strong P -filter F is a P -filter. To see this, take a decreasing sequence (A n ) of sets from F . Applying the definition of strong P -filter to the sequence of singletons {A n } one gets a sequence 0 = k 0 < k 1 < k 2 < . . . of naturals such that the set
belongs to F . Now note that A \ A n ⊆ [0, k n ) because the sequence (A n ) n∈ω is decreasing, and hence A is almost contained in each A n . Combining the next theorem with Theorem 4.1 we infer that strong P -filters are also nonmeager. It is known (see [6] ) that consistently, there are P -points (i.e. P -ultrafilters) which are not strong P -points. We will prove the following counterpart of Theorem 4.1: (1) F is a strong P -filter (2) F is Menger at infinity
Proof. It follows from Corollary 3.5 that (2) ⇔ (3). Since F + is homeomorphic to P (N) \ F we get (2) ⇔ (4). Thus it it enough to show (1) ⇒ (2) and (3) ⇒ (1). To prove that (1) ⇒ (2), let us suppose that a filter F is strong P . Let (U n ) n∈N be a sequence of open covers of P (N) \ F . For each n ∈ N let
Note that C n is compact and C n ⊆ F because the family U n covers P (N) \ F . Since F is strong P , there is a sequence k 0 < k 1 < k 2 < . . . of naturals such that The set W n is an open (in P (N)) neighborhood of C n and hence P (N) \ W n is a compact subset of U n . It follows that there is a finite V n ⊆ U n with V n ⊇ P (N) \ W n . We claim that the family n∈N V n covers P (N) \ F . Indeed, otherwise there is X ∈ P (N) \ F such that X / ∈ V n , for every n ∈ N. This means that X ∈ W n , for every n ∈ N, so for some s(n) ⊆ [k n , k n+1 ) we have X ∈ U s(n) and U s(n) ∩ C n = ∅. This implies that for every n ∈ N, there exists X n ∈ C n such that X n ∩ [k n , k n+1 ) = s(n) = X ∩ [k n , k n+1 ). We get X = (X n ∩ [k n , k n+1 )) / ∈ F , contradicting (*). This finishes the proof of (1) ⇒ (2).
Suppose now that K(F ) is hereditarily Baire and fix a sequence (C n ) n∈N of compact subsets of F . Without loss of generality we may assume that this sequence of compacta is increasing. We shall define a strategy σ for player I in the game kP (P (N), F ) together with a sequence k σ 0 < k σ 1 < . . . of natural numbers, depending on the play according to σ, in the following way:
We set σ(∅) = (C 0 , P (N)) and k σ 0 = 0. Player II replies and plays with a set V 0 open in P (N) such that C 0 ⊆ V 0 . Since C 0 is compact there are:
where U s 0 i is a basic open set in P (N) given by s 0 i , cf. (**). Let
It is straightforward to check that K 1 is a nonempty (because C 0 ⊆ C 1 ) compact subset of F . We define σ(V 0 ) = (K 1 , W 0 ). Now, player II picks an open set V 1 such that K 1 ⊆ V 1 ⊆ W 0 . As before, there is a natural number k σ 2 > k σ 1 , a finite set F 1 and sets s 1
where U s 1 i is a basic open set in P (N) given by s 1 i . We set
Again, this is a nonempty compact subset of F so we can put σ(V 0 , V 1 ) = (K 2 , W 1 ). The game follows this pattern. In that way, we define a strategy σ for player I. By our assumption K(F ) is hereditarily Baire and hence σ is not a winning strategy (cf. Theorem 3.4), i.e. there is a play
in which player I applies her strategy and fails, so W n ⊆ F . In addition, this play generates a sequence 0 = k 0 < k 1 < k 2 < . . . of natural numbers. Let us show that this sequence must satisfy condition (*). For n ∈ N, take X n ∈ C n . It follows from definition of sets W n that n (X n ∩ [k n , k n+1 )) ∈ n W n ⊆ F and thus we have (*).
Spaces of measures
For a topological space X, by P (X) we denote the space of all Borel probability measures on X endowed with the weak topology, i.e. basic neighborhoods of µ ∈ P (X) are of the form V µ (f 1 , . . . , f n ; ε) = {ν ∈ P (X) :
where ε > 0 and f 1 , . . . , f n are real-valued bounded continuous functions on X.
A measure µ ∈ P (X) is called Radon if for each Borel set B ⊆ X and every ε > 0 there is a compact set K ⊆ B satisfying µ(B \ K) < ε. The subspace of P (X) consisting of all Radon measures will be denoted by P r (X).
It is known that X is separable metrizable if and only if P r (X) is separable metrizable if and only if P (X) is separable metrizable. Similarly, X is Polish if and only if P r (X) is Polish if and only if P (X) is Polish. It is not clear however when P r (X) or P (X) is (hereditarily) Baire. Hereditary Baireness and other completeness type properties of spaces of measures on separable metrizable spaces were investigated, e.g. in Brown [9] and Brown & Cox [10] , where several interesting examples are given -some of them under additional set-theoretic assumptions. We contribute to this line of research by adding the hyperspace to the picture and proving the following:
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a separable metrizable space. If the hyperspace K(X) is hereditarily Baire, then the space P r (X) is hereditarily Baire too, and thus P (X) is Baire.
Proof. As usual, 2 <ω is the set of all finite 0 − 1 sequences. For s ∈ 2 <ω , by |s| we denote the length of s. If k ∈ N then 2 ≤k = {s ∈ 2 <ω : |s| ≤ k} and 2 k = {s ∈ 2 <ω : |s| = k}.
Let Z be a metric compactification of X. The space P (Z) = P r (Z) of probability measures on Z is metrizable and hence there is a metric d(·, ·) on P (Z) that generates the topology. The space P r (X) is the subspace of P (Z) consisting of all measures µ ∈ P (Z) for which Z \ X has µ-measure zero, i.e. µ(B) = 0, for some Borel set B ⊇ Z \ X.
Striving for a contradiction, suppose that Q = {µ 1 , µ 2 , . . .} is a closed copy of the rationals in P r (X), cf. Theorem 1.1. Recursively, for each i ≥ 0, we construct:
• a strategy σ i for player I in the k-Porada game kP (Z, X),
in such a way that, for every i ≥ 1 the following conditions hold:
where the closure is taken in the space P (Z).
Let σ 0 be arbitrary. Fix n ≥ 1 and suppose that M n−1 and W n−1 are already defined, and conditions (1)-(6) hold for all i ≤ n − 1. We shall construct a strategy σ n along with the sets M n , W n and C n in such a way that conditions (1)-(6) shall remain true for i = n. To this end, pick two distinct measures ν 0 , ν 1 ∈ M n−1 \ {µ 1 , . . . , µ n } (this is possible since by (1) the set M n−1 has no isolated points). Let W n be an open set in P (Z) containing {ν 0 , ν 1 } and satisfying W n ⊆ W n−1 and W n ∩ {µ 1 , . . . , µ n } = ∅.
(such set exists because ν 0 , ν 1 ∈ M n−1 \ {µ 1 , . . . , µ n } ⊆ W n−1 , by (3)). Now, we shall inductively construct a strategy σ n along with a set of measures
Fix k ≥ 1 and suppose that the strategy σ n is defined up to the (k − 1)-st move, i.e. we have a sequence
and a set of measures
Note that if s ∈ 2 ≤k , then ν s ∈ V k−1 (this follows from (v) if k > 1; for k = 1 this is clear because V 0 = Z).
For each s ∈ 2 k we define ν s ⌢ 0 = ν s and
is an open neighborhood of ν s ∈ M n−1 and M n−1 has no isolated points by (1)). Now, let K k ⊆ X ∩ V k−1 be a compact set such that
We set
It is straightforward to check that conditions (i)-(v) hold. This ends the inductive construction of the strategy σ n and the set
By our assumption the space K(X) is hereditarily Baire and hence player I cannot win if playing according to the strategy σ n .
We define
It is clear that conditions (2)-(5) remain true for i = n and condition (1) follows from (iv). Let us show (6) . We have M n = {ν s : s ∈ 2 <ω }. Fix s ∈ 2 <ω and let m = |s|. By (v),
2 n , as promised. This finishes the construction of sets M n , W n and C n . Let λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . be a one-to-one sequence of measures such that λ n ∈ M n , for every n ≥ 1. Let λ be a complete accumulation point of {λ n : n ≥ 1} in P (Z) (it exists by compactness of P (Z)). Since λ n ∈ M n , it follows from (2) and (6) that λ n (C i ) ≥ 1 − 1 2 i , for every n ≥ i and hence λ( C i ) = 1. But C i ⊆ X thus λ ∈ P r (X). On the other hand, λ n ∈ M n ⊆ W n and hence it follows from (4) and (5) that λ / ∈ Q. Therefore λ ∈ Q \ Q ⊆ P (Z) \ P r (X) (where the last inclusion follows form the assumption that Q is closed in P r (X)). This yields a contradiction.
We do not know if analogous result is true for the property of Baire.
Question 5.2. Let X be metrizable and suppose that K(X) is Baire. Is it true that P r (X) is Baire?
Since P r (X) is a dense subspace of P (X), Baireness of P r (X) implies Baireness of P (X). The property of Baire in hyperspaces K(X) of all compact and CL(X) of all closed subsets of a topological space X, has been a subject of intense study, see e.g. McCoy [25] , Cao & Tomita [12] , Cao et al. [11] .
One can ask a more general question.
Question 5.3. Let X be metrizable and suppose that CL(X) is Baire. Is it true that P (X) is Baire?
The affirmative answer would be a generalization of the main result of [11] for metrizable spaces. Indeed, Wójcicka proved in [35] that X n is Baire for every n, provided X is metrizable and P (X) is Baire.
The class of spaces with hereditarily Baire spaces of measures, and hence by Theorem 5.1, also the class of spaces with hereditarily Baire hyperspaces is somewhat related with the important class of Prohorov spaces. Recall that a topological space X is Prohorov if every compact set in P r (X) is uniformly tight, i.e. for every compact C ⊆ P r (X) and every ε > 0, there is a compact set K ⊆ X such that µ(K) > 1 − ε, for every µ ∈ C. The following observation is known.
Proposition 5.4. If a metrizable space X is Prohorov, then P r (X) is hereditarily Baire.
Proof. Since X is metrizable the space P r (X) is metrizable too. By [36, Theorem 1] we infer that P r (X) is Prohorov. The Prohorov property is inherited by closed subspaces and since Q is not Prohorov [28] the result follows from Theorem 1.1.
Every completely metrizable space is Prohorov (Prohorov's theorem) and one of the intriguing open questions is whether there is a ZFC example of a universally measurable X ⊆ [0, 1] which is Prohorov but is not completely metrizable (see [7, page 225] . In light of Corollary 3.6 it would be natural to check whether the complement of a Menger non-σ-compact subset of [0, 1] is Prohorov. It is worth mentioning that Tsaban and Zdomskyy [33, Section 2.5] identified the whole class of Menger non-σ-compact subsets of the Cantor set 2 N .
No topological description of Prohorov spaces is known. However, since the Prohorov property is invariant under images and preimages by perfect maps, see [32] one can try to find a description in terms of the remainder of a compactification of X. Let us take a closer look at this approach. . . from C and player II chooses sets U 0 , U 1 , . . . where U n ∈ U n , for every n. We declare that player II wins the run of the game if the family {U n : n = 0, 1, . . .} belongs to O, i.e. covers X. Otherwise, player I wins.
It is not difficult to see that the Menger game M (X) described in paragraph 1.2 is equivalent to the game G X 1 (O * , O). Thus, if X ⊆ Z, where Z is a metric space, player I has no winning strategy in G (O k , O), then the hyperspace K(X) is Prohorov (in particular X is Prohorov). As we noted above, if player I has no winning strategy in G (O * , O) which means that K(X) is hereditarily Baire. It is natural to ask the following: Question 5.5. Suppose that a metric space X is Prohorov. Is it true that K(X) is hereditarily Baire? 3 A family U of subsets of X is called a k-cover of X provided for each compact K ⊆ X, there is an element U ∈ U with K ⊆ U .
